Body Mounting – an easy way!
By Joe “Noose” Neumeister
There are many ways to mount bodies depending on whether you want to mount one before painting, partially painted
or fully painted. Here we are going to take a look at mounting one that is “partially” painted. For those that do their
own painting, this is a quick and easy method that really works.
You may recognize this car as it is the one that was built and assembled in previous articles by Tony P. I was then asked
to complete the package by showing how I would mount a body on this beautiful piece of work.
For this car, I painted a Parma Lola GT. As you can see, I left a portion “clear” on each side of the body. I trimmed the
body along the cut line on the sides but left more below the cut line in the front / nose of the body.

I mount all by bodies using a body mounting block. In this case, my handy CORT block will be used. I have a piece of
.010” Lexan mounted to the front of it ahead of the guide slot. This allows me to mount the body dead level with the
block and know that when I do the final trimming I will have sufficient clearance.

The frame is placed on the block and pushed up as far as it will go. The strong magnets in this block really do a great job
of holding the frame in place.

Now if this frame had a significant amount of “play” on the side pans back and forth, I would put them in their most
forward position and tape them in that position so they would not affect the straightness of the mounting. If you don’t
do this then the body could be mounted pretty crooked as one side may be back and the other forward.
The body is placed on the frame on the mounting block. I match the nose to the front of the block since I know this will
give me the desired position on the frame with enough space between the front of the body and the guide. Some may
choose to mount their bodies more forward or rearward for tuning. This way has worked well for me and keeps the
wheels in proportion to the wheel arches. To ensure the body does not move for the next steps, you might want to
consider placing a piece of tape from the nose of the body to the block to hold it in place. I have done so many that I did
not feel I needed to do this step.

I always work from the rear forward. I ensure that the body is trimmed well enough to meet the specification rear
height or the desired rear height. In this case, when the Parma Lola GT is cut right on the cut line of the body and
mounted, it meets the requirements for the GTC Class for IRRA® perfectly which is 1.375” measured from test block to
the top of the body. Using a body piercing tool (this one happens to be a Chicagoland one); I punch a hole through the
body into the pin tube. I take the punch out and place a pin in. Then I make sure I have the body square and do the
other side.

This next step is one where I don’t use the body block anymore. I now use my test block and place the car in the correct
guide depth slot so it sits correctly. Notice the front is dead flat on the block. I also make sure of where the body sits in
relation to the guide post. I want to leave just a bit of space there. If necessary I would trim the guide post a bit. I did
not have to for this one so now it was time to punch the holes for the front.

The pins are now all in and in this picture you can see how the body is on the frame at this point.

I use Avery roundels and place them where the wheel arches are to be cut out. Holding the car up to a light to see makes
this a bit easier to get the placement correct. These happen to be ¾” ones that I have in various colors. By the way,
they also work very well as a mask when painting the body and even hold up to lacquer paint. The body now goes back
to the paint shop for the final painting of the clear area. I used Ceatex white on this one and it dried fast using the old
hair drier. Hey, those that know me can understand I had to find a new use for it. LOL

All is dry so now I place small squares of 3M 828 strapping tape over them. I then place .007" body armor over these
squares for each pin hole. Then each is punched through the pin hole using the same tool as was used to punch the
original holes.

I cut out around the roundels using very sharp and pointed curved scissors. The body is placed on the car and then I
check to see if I need to do any final wheel arch trimming. Usually, it’s the rear ones since the roundel is smaller than the
rear tire. I finish off the wheel arches with my Dremel on very slow speed with a sanding disk. Any excess flash is
carefully trimmed.

I do the final trimming of the nose area to the desired clearance which is usually as low as I can keep it without the body
scraping the seams in the track or depressing itself in the bank on banked tracks. Remember, the guide provides
support here too!

